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Compilation by page number to the term meditation 

Compiled by Ann 

 

Friendship with yourself      p. 13 

Learn appreciation       p. 14 

Develop faith in the immediate situation    p. 15 

Connection with the earth      p. 16 

Mind becomes precise and sharp     p. 29 

The peace of doing nothing      p. 32 

See ourselves clearly       p. 34 

Discover our softness       p. 34 

See ourselves more honestly      p. 34 

Learn to enjoy being alone      p. 35 

Thought patterns and mind’s chatter become less interesting p. 35 

“Cool boredom”       p. 35 

Experience the depth of our heart     p. 36 

Rediscover ourselves-love ourselves and others; lose toughness p. 37 

Find our soft spot, gentleness and compassion   p. 37 

Discover loneliness, the seed of wisdom    p. 44 

Become more open-minded;  

 develop an interest in working with others   p. 45 

Transform difficulties into delight;  

 appreciating life including irritations and challenges  p. 46 

Begin to feel who we are and what we are is worthwhile  p. 50 

Compassion turns meditation into action    p. 54 

Cool off passion and aggression     p. 55 

Results in mindfulness and awareness    p. 71 

Peace is simplicity rather than pleasure or happiness; 

  It is the expression of newness    p. 73 

Be totally in touch with what happens in  

 my body and environment     p. 76 

A certain vitality comes out of trying to compensate for the pain. 

 This is working with life force; mindfulness of life  p. 77 

Connect with sanity; be in contact with reality at its fullest  p. 81 

Meditation is an expression of commitment, truth, honesty and  

 genuineness-  basic aliveness p.     p. 82 

Take continual delight in life- first fresh thought; 

 spontaneous, direct, fearless     p. 83 

Discipline of being in the present- 

 allows you to make connection with spontaneity  p. 84 

Provides a path to work with obstacles    p. 86 

  



Exert yourself to let yourself go and experience  

 openness and letting things be    p. 88 

Work with experience (thoughts, feelings, sensations, etc),  

 gaps and glimpses of clarity without content.  

 Empty clarity and emotional and mental content.  pp. 91-92 

Mindfulness→awareness in post-meditation→insight meditation p. 97 

Post-meditation:  

 Recollection, disown it, continue what I was doing  pp. 98-99 

Emptiness, clarity, joy- phases of practice    p. 101 

Sabotage the self-centered background of our own lives  

 so we can help others      p. 101 

Touch and go; mindfulness of emotions    p. 106 

See ourselves as a nuisance to ourselves    p. 115 

Make friends with yourself- accept and acknowledge yourself p. 115 

Develop an abstract level of awareness and being   p. 116 

See inside your mind on the level of nonverbal awareness  p. 116 

Experience the fourth moment     pp. 117-118 

Less self-centered and discover a more open state of being  p. 129 

 Work with self-centeredness      pp. 140-141 

Mindfulness is primarily the aspect of the technique that is being  

 right on the spot, and awareness is feeling the environment  

 around that mindfulness. Awareness is more panoramic.  

 The continuity of awareness links meditation to  

 everyday life.       p. 143 

Meditation allows us to step out of neurosis and chaos of thoughts p. 144 

Learn to relate to thought processes rather than attain a state  

 without thoughts all together     p. 144 

Compassion leads to understanding emotions-  

 connect with experiential quality of emotions  p. 147 

Meditation undoes or dismantles our egotism.   p. 157 

Contrast between sanity and neurosis in life becomes clear.  p. 158 

Attention on the outbreath connects us with the environment.  p. 166 

Having difficult emotional/mental stuff arise allows us to  

 process it and let dramas dissolve.    p. 170 

 


